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n Memoriam—Annabel A. Muenter
With great sadness IS&T observes the Known as a leading scientist in the field of dye sensiti-
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death of Annabel Muenter at age 65.
Annabel died on May 17, of complica-
tions related to breast cancer. She will be
remembered as a dedicated scientist;
lover of opera; steadfast gardener; gener-
ous wife, mother, and friend; and some-
one who lived life to its fullest, with in-

redible energy. A Fellow and Senior Member of IS&T, she
eceived the Lieven Gevaert Medal (2000) for her contribu-
ions in the field of silver halide photography. She was also a

ember of the International Committee on Imaging Science
ICIS) and Secretary from 1998-2006, serving as Program
hair for the ICIS2006 Congress. The week before her
eath, Annabel was awarded in absentia the ICIS 2010
hibisov Prize for her significant contributions to the
rogress of silver halide photography over the years.

Born in Manhattan, Annabel received her BS in chem-
stry from the University of Michigan (1966) and PhD in
hemical physics from Harvard University (1972). She was a
ember of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and Pi Beta Phi.

rior to completing her dissertation, Annabel joined the
hototheory Lab under T. H. James at Eastman Kodak Co.

n December 1970 where she used her interest and expertise
n spectroscopy to make many contributions and advance-

ents to the field of photographic science. She worked at
odak until May 2005. Annabel’s career at Kodak encom-
assed the zenith of conventional silver halide photographic

echnology, and included external collaborations in basic sci-
ntific investigations, as well as internal applied science rel-
vant to advancing photographic technology. As her work
rogressed she became a Senior Research Assistant in the
maging Materials Division and then a Senior Research As-
ociate, a rank achieved by only a few very accomplished
cientists, characterized by broad-based efforts with signifi-
ant impact and industry-wide recognition. In 1990 she was
he first female scientist to achieve this rank.

As a Research Fellow, Annabel also became a permanent
ember of the Kodak Research Scientific Council (RSC),

hairing it from 2000-2002. The RSC had the general mis-
ion of improving the Kodak research and development en-
ironment to foster staff creativity and accomplishment.
uring her chairmanship, Annabels scientific leadership was

vident as she maximized the visibility and impact of the
ouncil efforts. Creative new programs supplemented the

raditional RSC commitments, interdisciplinary exchange
ithin the research and development communities im-
roved, and corporate renewal through business develop-
ent was advanced, as was the development of younger staff
embers. Her emphasis on technology innovation created
n atmosphere of increased energy and excitement.
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ation of silver halide photographic materials, Annabel could
xpress a clear understanding of the complicated topics of
mulsion/addenda combinations. She introduced picosec-
nd laser spectroscopy, which at the time was state-of-the-
rt time resolution, to silver halide research at Eastman
odak as a member of the Phototheory Laboratory. Some of

he last projects Annabel worked on at Kodak Research
aboratories included two-electron sensitization and an-

enna dye sensitization for latent image formation in silver
alide photographic materials. Two-electron sensitization
as used to increase the response of silver halide-based pho-

ographic materials using sensitizers designed to inject two
lectrons instead of the conventional one into the conduc-
ion band of silver halide. The advantage of this approach is
hat it enables latent image formation to occur with half the
sual number of photons, i.e., two instead of the usual four,

hus effectively doubling the photographic speed of the
lms. These were very demanding projects, requiring a deli-
ate balance between photographic response and dark reac-
ion (or fog, in photographic terminology). It took a very
pecial scientist to have the determination and perceptive-
ess to solve these problems, and Annabel, with her insight-

ul approach, proved to be ideally suited to the task.
After her retirement and diagnosis of cancer, Annabel

egan work on a University of Rochester project investigat-
ng the use of Kodak sensitizing dyes for anti-cancer prop-
rties. It had been shown that dyes with polarographic re-
uction potentials between -1.10V and -.70V were especially
ctive as anti-cancer agents. Work at the University by
nnabel and other former Kodak employees, including Paul
ilman, was directed toward finding the site of activity and

he mechanism of action of these dyes.
Annabel was much more than a brilliant scientist. She

as a true lady, highly-educated, cultured, beautifully-
roomed, and equally friendly to everyone whose path she
rossed. She was also expressed a strong and unique person-
lity: all her cars had names and, according to her, distinct
ersonalities. She didn’t care for Jell-O or any sweet/salty
ombination; thought it was horrific and uncivilized to start
ork at the crack of dawn; loved every minute of being a
other; and taught everyone who met her that her illness

id not define her in any sense. She simply persevered with
race and dignity. She will be sorely missed. We thank all
ho contributed to this retrospective of Annabels

areer,including her daughter, Annabel Abby Muenter Ed-
ards, and her professional colleagues Paul Gilman, Mamie
am-Ng, Myra Olm, Thomas Penner, Pam Peterson, Allan
owinski, and Tadaaki Tani.
—Gary House
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